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SUMMARY

SUGIHARMANTO. A.320.040.188 AN ANALYSIS OF INDONESIAN-
ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF TITLES IN OPINION AND COVER STORY
COLUMN IN TEMPO MAGAZINE. MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY
OF SURAKARTA. RESEARCH PAPER, 2009.

 This research paper elaborates the Indonesian-English translation of
opinion and cover story in TEMPO magazine applying linguistic form and
translation analysis. There are two problem statements in this research paper; 1)
what are the linguistics forms of source language (SL) and target language (TL)
sentence on opinion and cover story columns in TEMPO magazine? 2) How is the
accuracy of translated sentence on opinion and cover story column in TEMPO
magazine?

The researcher’s reason in applying the translation theory is that this
research uses more detailed point of view, on translation method and linguistic
form. The data sources of this research paper are four pairs of English and
Indonesian Tempo Magazine issued from April 2007-.June 2008. The data are in
the form of phrases and sentences. There are 30 (thirty) data gathered in this
research. In gathering the data, the researcher uses descriptive qualitative method.

The result of the research paper are; 1) most of the data are in the form of
noun phrase are 16 (54%), verb phrase 3 (10%), sentences 10 (34%), and
prepositional phrase is 1 (3%), 2) The translation in accurate translation is 7 data
(23%) and inaccurate translation is 23 data (77%).

Key words: Noun Phrase, Sentence, SL, TL.

               First Consultant                    Second Consultant

     (Dra. Dwi Haryanti, M.Hum)        (Dra. Siti Khuzaimah)
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Dean of School of Teacher Training and Education
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study

Translation is not an easy work, because to be good translator besides

having knowledge on both source languages (SL) and target language (TL), a

translator has to understand the cultural background and the matter as well. In

short, a translator must understand the context of the situation.

In order, that the translator is rendering of a source language (SL) text
into the target language (TL) so as to ensure that the surface meaning of
the two will be approximately similar and the structures of the source
language will be preserved as closely as possible but not so closely that
the target language structures will be seriously distorted (Bassnett in
Sutopo, 2001: 01).

A translator needs two experiences of translation such as theorizing,

and translation practice. As a professional translator, he or she must have the

skill of translation process, because in making good translation a professional

translator has to concern with transferring the meaning of massage from the

source language into target language. It is required because every language has

its own rule and system. Recently, translation becomes a popular profession

that is acceptable in society. However, translation is a profession of second

choices because many translators usually have the first profession in other

field.

In Indonesia, people are easy to find many English magazines from

many magazine publishers. One of Indonesian-English magazines in Indonesia

is TEMPO magazine published by PT. TEMPO INTI MEDIA TBK.



Particularly, the magazine aims at delivering information and services. Many

reports in magazine article should be efficient and interactive. Therefore, a

magazine editor must be smart in publishing their information and service.

Provocative and easy to conceive language is one role to inform the message

effectively. For that reason, in this research the researcher aims at explaining

the article in opinion and cover story column of TEMPO magazine both in

Indonesian-English edition and to compare, particularly, the message and

linguistics form on both languages. In literary approach in this research, the

researcher used translation and linguistic unit theory to draw the meaning out

of the language used. Few examples given as follows:

1. SL: Maut di panggung konser.
TL: A deadly Concert .

In the source language (SL), the researcher indicates a semantic

translation. The researcher indicates that “maut di panggung konser should

be translated into “deaths in the concert stage  the researcher indicates that

the incident happened in the concert stage and not the concert is death. In this

translation, the researcher infers that the translator used idiomatic translation,

because the SL was distorted into the target language.

Then, the second example:

2. SL: Sosok ideal pengganti Boediono.

TL: Replacing Boediono .

From the example above, the researcher infers that source language

(SL) contains fatigue expression is usual for Indonesian perception. The



sentence contains fatigue expression for English perception. The researcher

indicates that “Sosok ideal pengganti Boediono  should be translated into

The Ideal figure to replacing Boediono . The target languages (TL)

“Replacing Boediono” have connotative meaning because the fact of the

sentence is replacing Burhanudin Abdullah (Cover-up money scandal in state

of Indonesian national bank/BI) with Boediono.

Finding this phenomenon above, the researcher is eager to elaborate the

meaning of the type of translation in TEMPO magazine of Indonesian and

English edition. In addition, the framework in analyze the data using

translation method and linguistic form. Therefore, the researcher want to write

them down as a research paper entitled AN ANALYSIS OF INDONESIAN-

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF TITLES IN OPINION AND COVER

STORY COLUMN IN TEMPO MAGAZINE.

B. Previous Study

This research is not the first research dealing with translation. To prove

the originally in this study, the researcher presents two previous researchers;

the first researcher is Darmanto (UMS, 2004) who conducted the research

entitled “An Analysis of News Translation on the Texts of Associated Press

News Agency Published in Lintas Jagat Column in Solopos Newspaper . This

research studies about the translation of the sentence in associated press news

agency into “Lintas Jagat  column in Solopos. His research aimed to describe

linguistic form. The data taken from Solopos news paper in lintas jagat



column. The researches analyze linguistic form in grammatical, structural shift

and the accuracy of addition, omission in the translation of associated press

translated into Lintas Jagat column in Solopos newspaper.

The second research belongs to Andriyanto (UMS, 2005), which

entitled “An Analysis of Indonesian- English Translation on Noodle Labelling

produced by PT. Indofood Sukses Makmur. Tbk .This research describes the

forms of noodle labeling produced by PT. Indofood Sukses MakmurTbk. The

data of the research are the form of words, clauses, phrases, and sentences in

noodle package of cooking instruction produced by “PT. Indofood Sukses

Makmur . From his research, he found that most of the data in noodle labeling

is imperative sentence based on the number of predication.

From the earlier research, the difference of the recent research is in two

points of view. This research uses the translation method to outlining the data.

Meanwhile, the previous study uses grammatical especially in structural shift.

The second research analyzes the types of sentence. In general, this research

uses more detailed point of view, which translation method and linguistic

form. Both the previous studies collected the data from written media, which

are newspaper and product label. Likewise, this research also takes the data

from written media (magazine) in two editions (Indonesian and English).



C. Limitation of the Study

To avoid expansion from the research topic, the researcher focuses on

the study of translation method of “TEMPO magazine in opinion and cover

story column. Concerning with translation, there are many problems to be

analyzed, but in this research, the analysis is limited only in the accuracy and

inaccuracy translation of Indonesian–English edition of “TEMPO  magazine.

D. Problem Statement

Based on the background of the study above, the researcher proposes

the following problems as follows:

1. What are the linguistics forms of source language (SL) and target

language (TL) titles in opinion and cover story columns in TEMPO

magazine?

2. How is the accurate and inaccurate translation of the sentence on

opinion and cover story column in TEMPO magazine?

E. Objectives of the Study

Based on the problem statement, the objectives of the study in this

research are:

1. To identify the linguistics forms of source language (SL) and target

language (TL) tittles in opinion and cover story columns in TEMPO

magazine.

2. To describe the accurate and inaccurate translation of the sentence in

opinion and cover story columns in TEMPO magazine.



F. Benefits of the Study

The researcher expects that this research can give benefits, both

theoretically and practically:

1. Theoretical benefit

The results of this research can be used as a reference to make the

process in semantic translation better.

2. Practical Benefit

a. For the students: The results of this research can give an additional

knowledge in  translation analysis and it can give input in translating

sentences, especially in the translation method related to the

characteristics of news language.

b. For lecturers: The result of this research can be used as an additional

reference in translation teaching especially in translation analysis.

c. For other researchers: The results of the study can be used to

stimulate other researcher to conduct further research related to this

research from other points of view.



G. Research Paper Organization

The researcher will organize this paper in order to make an easier

understanding. This research paper will be divided into five chapters:

Chapter I is introduction. This chapter includes the background of

study, previous study, limitation of the study, problem statement, objective of

the study, benefit of the study and research paper organization.

Chapter II is underlying theory. This chapter discusses the notion of

translation, translation process, translation method, accurate and inaccurate

translation, translation difficulties, and linguistic units in translation.

Chapter III is research method. This chapter covers the type of research,

object of research, data and data source, method of data collection and

techniques of the data analysis.

Chapter IV is research finding and discussion. This chapter consists of

analyze of the data and discussion finding of the translation method toward

“Tempo  magazine in Indonesian and English edition. The data divide into

two parts, namely: finding the language pattern using linguistic forms and

analysis the sentence using translation method.

   Chapter V is closing. It consists of conclusion and suggestion.



CHAPTER II

UNDERLYING THEORY

A. Notion of Translation

In  “The Theory and Practice of Translation , Nida and Taber (1969:

12) stated that “translation consists of reproducing the receptor language, the

close natural equivalent of the source-language message, first in terms of

meaning of meaning and secondly in term of style”. Hence, to produce which

will approximate the goal of equivalent response, translators often need to

change their view of the language in which they are working. (Nida, 1969: 34)

stated that:

This includes not merely a shift in some of the attitudes
which tend to place the source languages on a base of
translation, each language posses certain distinctive
characteristics which give it a special character, e.g. word-
building capacities, unique patterns of phrase order,
techniques for linking clauses into sentences, markers of
discourse and special discourse.

As stated by Nida and Taber above, in some conditions meaning is put

ahead, but sometime style is put ahead depending on what texts to be

translated. In most type of translations, meaning is the most important aspect

in translating a text. Translating a text is a complicated matter. It is a process

of idea and thought of transferring message of the meaning and the style of the

text from one language/source language (SL) to another target language (TL).



Concerning the definition of translation, (Newmark, in Nababan 1981:

7) states that translation attempts to replace a written statement in one

language by the same message or statement in another language. In this case,

Nababan (2004: 18) formulating the translation process as consisting of three

types of activity:

1. The analysis of the source language text.

2.  The transfer of content or meaning or message.

3. The restructuring in the target language.

In composing a good translation, a professional translator must have

satisfactory knowledge of the source language (SL), he or she must also have

an appreciation and feeling in both source language and target language (TL).

From those explanations above, it can be concluded that translation is a

process of transferring thoughts, idea or messages from source language (SL)

into target language (TL), whether in written or oral form and by considering

the mood of the source language (SL) to make it equivalent with the original.

B. Translation Process

When translators are translating, they do an action in their attempt to

transfer messages of a source language (SL) into target language (TL). For

target readers, a translation is a means of communication with the original

author. Similarly, translators may also rollback the means of communication.

In a normal communication there are usually two parties (the sender and the



receiver of message) to build a communication interacting with another.

Generally, these two parties use one language. Therefore, a normal

communication is also termed a monolingual communication.

By contrast, translation involves at least two languages: source and

target language. A source language is “the language in which the text requiring

the translation is couched and a target language is the language into which the

original text is to be translated” (Hervey, Higgins and Haywood, 1995: 7). The

involvement of two languages is the underlying reason is also called a

bilingual communication (Bell, 1991: 19). Basically, translation is

characterized by the interaction of three communication partners between

source text (ST) author, the translator and the target text (TT) reader.

According to (Bell, 1991: 13) translation is confined to a written language

covers a term with three distinguishable meanings:

1. Translating: the process (to translate, the activity rather than the

tangible object).

2. A translation: the product of the process of translating (e.g. translated

a text).

3. Translation: the abstract concept which encompasses both the process

of translating and the product of that process.

Based on the explanation above, the researcher concludes that in doing

translation, the translator has to do at least three steps. First, the translator

analyses the message of source language (SL). Second, the translator transfers



the source language (SL) into the target language (TL). Finally, the translator

restructures the translation in order to make a natural sound in the target

language.

As a result, the end of translation product might be slightly different

from the original one in terms of language style and content, in order to meet

the demands of the target readers. According to Savory in Nababan (2004: 15)

suggest the principles to assess the quality of translation a text:

1. A translation must give the words of the original.
2. A translation must give the ideas of the original.
3. A translation should read like an original work.
4. A translation should reflect the style of the original.
5. A translation should read like a translation.
6. A translation should possess the style of the translator.
7. A translation should read as contemporary of the original.
8. A translation should read as contemporary of the translator.
9. In a translation, a translator must never add and leave out anything.
10.  In a translation, a translator may, if need be, add or leave out

something.

C. Translation Method

There are many methods of translation, is merely used to translate

various kinds of texts. A translator must consider the suitable method to

translate a text. The choices of translation method will be affect the result of

translation. Meanwhile, Roussou (2004: in http://www. proz.com /how-

to/128) describing the translation methods commonly used in translating a

text:

a. Word-for-Word translation: The type of translation depends on word form

of source language (SL) to the target language (TL). This type runs well

when the form of source language (SL) exactly as the same as the word



form of target language (TL). On the other hand, if the structure of the

source language (SL) and target language are different the type of

translation should avoid, it may cause difficulties in understanding the

product of translation to target reader.

b. Literal Translation: The source language (SL) grammatical constructions

are converted to their nearest target language (TL) equivalents but the

lexical items are again translated out of context. As pre-translation

process, it indicates problems to be solved.

c.  Faithful Translation: It attempts to reproduce the precise contextual

meaning of the origin, within the constraints of the TL grammatical

structures. It transfers cultural words and preserves the degree of

grammatical and lexical deviation from SL norms. It attempts to be

completely faithful to the intentions and the text-realization of the SL

writer.

d. Semantic Translation: It differs from faithful translation only in as far as it

must take more account of the aesthetic value of the SL text,

compromising on meaning where appropriate so that no assonance, word

play or repetition jars in the finished version. It does not rely on cultural

equivalence and makes very small concessions to the readership. While

`faithful' translation is dogmatic, semantic translation is more flexible.

e. Textual Translation: It attempts to render the exact contextual meaning of

the original in such a way that both language and content are readily

acceptable and comprehensible to the readership.



f.  Idiomatic Translation: It reproduces the message of the original but tends

to distort nuances of meaning by preferring colloquialisms and idioms.

g.  Free Translation: It reproduces the matter without the manner, or the

content without the form of the original. Usually it is a paraphrase much

longer than the original.

D. Accurate and Inaccurate Translation

Translations are generally involved decision-making process to solve

problems with regard to the transfer of massage of a source language text into

a target language. An incomplete sentence is characterized by the absence of

one of its element, such as, subject, predicate or object. Accuracy means that,

how easily written material can be read and understood. Producing accuracy in

translation which faithfully conveys content of the source language text.

The accuracy of translation is stated by Nagao, Tsujiin and Nakamura

in Nababan (2004: 90):

1. The content of the source sentence is accurately conveyed to the target

sentence. The translated sentence is clear to the evaluator and no

rewriting is needed.

2. The content of the source sentence is accurately conveyed to the source

sentence. The translated sentence can be clearly understood by the

evaluator, but some rewriting and some change in word order are

needed.



3. The content of the source sentence is not accurately conveyed to the

target sentence. There are some problems with the choice of lexical

items and with the relationship between phrase, clause and sentence

elements.

4. The source sentence is not translated at all into the target sentence, it is

omitted or deleted.

E. Linguistic Units in Translation

The writer of this research analyzes the form and accuracy of the

Indonesian to English translation of opinion and cover story column in tempo

magazine. The process of translation deals with the linguistics units in English

grammar and Indonesian grammar, namely: word, phrase, clause, sentence,

paragraph and text.

A. Linguistic Units in English Grammar

1. Word

According to Yule (2006: 12), word is a single unit of language,

which are distinct in meaning. Katamba (1997: 11) word is the smaller

units that convey a meaning when they stand-alone, i.e. love, bird,

handsome, etc.

From the explanation above about the definition of word, the writer

can conclude that word is the smallest linguistics form which can stand-

alone and it has meaning.



There are five kinds of word as follows:

a. Simple word

A simple word is a word in which it consists of single morpheme.

Example: world, sun, boy, uncle, etc.

b. Complex word

Complex word is the word contains two or more morpheme.

Example: reopened, tourist, shoes, etc.

c. Orthographic word

Orthographic word can be seen in the written form. By

characterizations of the words and separated by space.

Example: My girl friend is calling me. (There are six words in the

sentence).

d. Morphological word

Morphological word is a word which relate to the form of the

word.

Example: see – saw – seen

e. Lexical word

Lexical word is a word based on a lexeme or entry in a dictionary.

Example: I have two eyes.

Based on its category, word can be classified into four parts of

speech:



a. Noun

Noun is commonly used as the name of a person, an object, a

quality and a condition, etc.

Based on the meaning, Frank (1972: 2-7) classified noun into:

1) Proper Noun

A proper noun begins with a capital letter in writing the name

of person, institution, country, and place.

Example:
a) Indonesia is a beautiful country.
b) Mr. Jack Daniel is coming for tonight.

2) Concrete Noun and Abstract Noun

A concrete noun is a word for a physical object that can be

perceived by senses, touch, and smell the object.

Example:
a) I planted flowers in the garden.
b) My father is reading newspaper.

An abstract noun is a word for concept; it is an idea that exists

in our mind only.

Example:
a) Beauty makes everything seems so nice.
b) Happiness is the music of life.

3) Countable and  Uncountable Noun

Countable nouns are easy to recognize. They are things that we

can count. For example: "pen", we can count pens. We can have

one, two, three or more pens. Here are some more countable nouns:

Dog, cat, animal, man, person bottle, box, litre coin, note, dollar

cup, plate, fork table, chair, suitcase, etc.



Countable nouns can be singular or plural:

Example:
a) My dog is playing.
b) My dogs are hungry

We can use the indefinite article a/an with countable

nouns:

Example:
a) A dog is an animal.

We can use some and any with countable nouns:

Example:
a) I have some dollars.
b) Do you have any pens?

We can use a few and many with countable nouns:

Example:
a) I have a few dollars.
b) I don’t have many pens.

 Uncountable nouns are substances, concepts etc. We cannot

divide into separate elements. We cannot "count" them. For

example, we cannot count "milk". We can count "bottles of milk"

or "liters of milk", but we cannot count "milk" itself. Here are some

more uncountable nouns: Music, art, love, happiness, advice,

information, news furniture, luggage rice, sugar, butter, water

electricity, gas, power money, currency, etc.

We usually treat uncountable nouns as singular. We use

a singular verb.

Example:
a) This news is very important.
b) Your luggage looks heavy.



We do not usually use the indefinite article a/an with

uncountable nouns. We cannot say "an information" or "a music".

But we can say a something of information:

a) A piece of news
b) A bottle of water
c) A grain of rice

We can use some and any with uncountable nouns:

a) I have some money.
b) Do you have any rice?

We can use a little and much with uncountable nouns:

a) I have a little money.
b) I do not have much rice.

4) Collective Noun

A collective noun is a word for group of people, animals or

objects considered as single unit.

Example:
a) All the teams are ready to fight.
b) The crews were asked to cooperate.

b. Verb

Verb is a word used to express an activity. Frank (1972: 47-50)

classifies the types of verb according to the kinds of complements into

three, they are:

1) Predicating and Linking Verb

A predicating verb is the chief word in the predicate that says

something about the subject.



Example:
a) That man calls you.
b) The boy tries to imitate his father.

A linking verb is a verb of incomplete predication; it merely

announces the real predicate that follows.

Example:
a) My parents feel very happy.
b) Her offer sounds so interesting.

2) Transitive and Intransitive Verb

 A transitive verb takes direct object, but an intransitive does not

take it.

Example:
a) My friend sends me a postcard from Australia. (Transitive

verb)
b) The baby cries. (intransitive verb)

3) Reflexive Verb

A reflexive verb requires one of the compounds with –self

(reflexive pronoun).

Example:
a) You have to express yourself clearly.
b) The little girl dressed herself.

c. Adjective

Adjective is a modifier that has the grammatical property of

comparison. It is often identified by special derivational endings or by

special adverbial modifier that precede it.



Based on that statement, it can be said that an adjective is a word

commonly used together with noun or other words function as

substantive to describe or define it.

Adjective can be classified into two prominent types:

1) Determiner

Determiner consists of a small group of structure words. It

includes article (a, an, the), demonstrative adjective (this, these,

that, those), possessive adjective (my, your, one’s), numeral

adjective (second, seventy, twenty-six, etc), adjective of indefinite

quality (some, few, all, more, etc), and interrogative adjective

(which, what, whose), Frank (1972: 108).

2) Descriptive Adjective

Descriptive adjective usually indicate an inherent quality or

physical state, such as age, size, and color. Frank (1972: 110) states

that inflectional and derivational endings can be added only to this

type of adjective.

Example:
a) This is a fish market.
b) She is a tired housewife.
c) I bought an interesting book.

d. Adverb

Just like an adjective, an adverb functions as a modifier to modify a

verb, an adjective, or another adverb in the whole sentence. Based on

the meaning, Frank (1972: 142-143) divides adverb into:



1) Adverb of Manner

Adverb of manner has the most characteristics of adverbial

form. It is usually ended by -ly, -ward, and –wise.

Example:
a) He walks very slowly.
b) The cars move backward.

2) Adverb of Place

This adverb is used to show place and direction.

Example:
a) My mother is standing there.
b) The desk is put inside the room.

3) Adverb of Time

Adverb of time is classified into two units of time, namely

definite time and indefinite time. Definite time has a fixed time,

such as today, tomorrow, Sunday, etc, while indefinite time has no

fixed time, such as lately, immediately, then, soon, never, etc.

Example:
a) John comes here today.
b) She never gets bad score in Physic subject.

4) Intensifying Adverb

Intensifying adverb serves as quantifier or emphasize.

Quantifier is usually called an adverb of degree denotes how much

the intensity of an adjective or an adverb.

Example:
a) I feel so terribly tired tonight.
b) They have almost finished the work.

Emphasizes is used to emphasize particular words or

grammatical construction.



Example:
a) His answers are exactly right.
b) Soon after graduation day, she got a job.

2. Phrase

A phrase is a group of words without a subject and a predicate (De

Boer, 1982: 49). Brewton (1962: 238) also states that:

“Phrase is a group of related words that does not have a subject and
a predicate. A phrase performs the function of a single part of
speech.”

Lyons (1968: 171) also gives simple definition of phrase as such:

“…any group of words which is grammatically equivalent to a
single word and which does not have its own subject and predicate
is a phrase.”

It can be concluded that phrase is a group of related words without a

subject and predicate. Phrase can be divided into some types, namely:

a. Prepositional Phrase

Prepositional phrase consists of preposition and an object.

Example:
1) She runs inside the room.
2) The report will be sent in a few days.

b. Verb Phrase

Brewton (1962: 238) states that verb phrase is a phrase that

contains a main verb and one or more auxiliary verbs. In other word,

verb phrase is a group of word in which the word consists of one or

more verbs and their modifier and complement.

Example:
1) Mr. John will come to your home soon.
2) My teacher can teach the lesson well.



c. Noun Phrase

Noun phrase is a group of word related words containing a noun

and modifier (Lingga, 1962: 238).

Example:
1) The branch manager is my brother.
2) Every students listens to the lesson carefully.

d. Participial Phrase

Participial phrase is a group of words consisting of a participle and

the modifier(s) and/or (pro) noun(s) or noun phrase(s) that function as

the direct object(s), or complement(s), of the action or state expressed

in the participle.

Example:
1) Removing his coat, Roni rushed to the river.
2) Children introduced to muscle early develop strong intellectual

skills.

e. Gerund Phrase

(Manaf, 1996: 351) Gerund phrase is a form of Verb+ing (noun)

which can perform in all position, like subject of verb, object of verb,

object of preposition, subjective complement or even appositive.

Example:

1) Loving you makes me happy every time. (Subject of verb)
2) She feels proud of his studying hard every day. (Object of verb)

f. Adjective Phrase

An adjective acts as the head of an adjective phrase (or adjectival

phrase). In the simple case, an adjective phrase consists solely of the

adjective; more complex adjective phrases may contain one or more



adverbs modifying the adjective (“very strong”) or one or more

complements (“worth several dollars”, “full of toys”, “eager to

please”). In English, attributive adjective phrases that include

complements typically follow their subjects.

Example:

1) The group from Indonesia.
2) I am getting much better.
3) She became more upset

g. Infinitive Phrase

Infinitive phrase may function as a noun, adjective and adverb. The

infinitive phrase can exist in the initial position, middle position, or

final position.

Example:

1) In order to graduate in flying color, he must study hard. (Initial
position)

2) Article, to be a good thing, must be written including the evidence.
(Middle position)

3) Study should be done regularly to get a best result.
( Final position)

3. Clause

Clause can exist in the sentence. It means that a sentence may consist

of some clauses. According to Frank (1972: 22), clause can be defined

as sentence; it is full predication that contains subject and predicate

with finite word.

Frank (1972: 224) also states that the classification of clause can be

divided into two, namely dependent clause and independent clause.

Dependent clause is a clause which cannot stand-alone although the



clause is started by an introductory words. While independent clause is

a clause that can stand-alone, so the clause attach to the dependent

clause. For example:

1. Fery was ill, therefore, he did not come to the meeting.
(Independent clause)

2. The team who gets the highest score will be a winner.
(Dependent clause)

There are three kinds of clause, namely:

1) Noun Clause

A noun clause is a subordinate of dependent clause in which

the clause has subject and predicate or a verb and can be used as a

noun in subject or object. Noun clause started with (that, what,

how, however, why, whether, whoever)

Example:

a. Can you tell us what happenned.
b. Diaz said that she would come soon

2) Adjective Clause

Adjective clause is a clause that contains a subject and a verb.

An adjective is a subordinate or dependent clause so it must be

connected independent clause. Adjective clause itself will modify

noun and is usually preceded by relative pronoun, who, whom,

whose, which, when, why and where.

Example:

a. Here is the house where I live.
b. The man who steals my money is my classmate.



3) Adverb Clause

Adverbial clause is subordinate clause which is used as

adverb.

Example:
a. Andi shuts the door before you go out.
b. Bill left whenever he felt like it.

4. Sentence

Frank (1972: 220) states that, sentence is full predication containing

a subject plus a predicate with a finite verb. Its arrangement may be

symbolized by such formulas as S+V+O (subject + verb + object);

N1+V+N2 (noun + verb + noun); or NP+VP (noun phrase + verb

phrase).

Sentence is a group of words that have subject and predicate. The

function is used to state requesting, question, command, hope, or

exclamation.

a. Classification of Sentence

Frank (1971: 220) states that the classification of sentence can be

divided into two ways, they are by type and by the number of

predication.

1) Classification of Sentence by Type

a) Declarative Sentence

Declarative sentence is a sentence that its subject and

predicate have normal word order. In declarative sentence, the



sentence ends with a period or full stop in writing and a drop in

pitch in speed.

Example:

1) The girl reads a book every day.
2) That car has two doors.

b) Interrogative Sentence

Interrogative sentence is a sentence in which the subject

and the predicate are often reversed. In interrogative sentence,

the sentence is sometimes started by auxiliary, question words,

or modal.

Interrogative sentence is asking a question and it uses a

question mark in written form. In spoken language, most yes or

no question, end with rise in pitch while most interrogative

words end with, question mark (?).

Example:
1) Why did you come so late?
2) Where were you going last night?

c) Imperative Sentence

Imperative sentence is sentence in which the predicate is

expressed. In imperative sentence, the sentence functions to

make a request, invitation, or offer. Imperative sentence can

also be used as a negative sentence when someone uses it to

give a clear order.

Example:
1) Help me, please!
2) Move your car!



d) Exclamatory Sentence

In exclamatory sentence, the sentence is used to express a

strong feeling. Exclamatory sentence is started by exclamatory

phrase consisting of what or how plus a part of the predicate. In

written form, the exclamatory sentence end with the

exclamatory mark or exclamation point.

Example:
1) How beautiful girl you are!
2) Oh, I am sorry to what happened

2) Classification of Sentence by the Predicate

a) Simple Sentence

Simple sentence is a sentence which has only one full

predication in the form of an independent clause.

Example:

1) My girl friend is sick.
2) Adi goes to campus.

b) Complex Sentence

Complex sentence is a sentence that has two or more full

predication, namely dependent clause and independent clause.

Example:

1) The police officers catch the murder and the police officer
kills him.

2) The man who stole the car hides in his home.

c) Compound Sentence

Compound sentence is a sentence which consists of two or

more full predication in form of independent clause and



connected with conjunctions. Besides, compound sentence can

be limited by using punctuation of coma.

Example:

1) The man stole the jewelry and he hid it in his home.

d) Compound-Complex Sentence

Compound-Complex sentence is a sentence that has two or

more independent clause and one or more dependent clause.

Example:

1) The police officers catch the murder and the police
officer kills him because the murder tries to escape
away.

2) The man stole the car and he hid it in his home until he
could safely get out of town.

5. Paragraph

According to Oxford dictionary (2000: 918), paragraph is a section

of a piece of writing, usually consisting of several sentences dealing

with a single subject. Haryanti (2000: 1) stated that paragraph is a group

of sentences usually two or more, which tries to communicate at least

one main idea (but perhaps more) through a certain pattern, order, or

framework. A paragraph contains central idea (a topic sentence), an

organizing pattern that develops an idea with concrete details,

connecting words that interrelate ideas, and a final sentence that brings

the paragraph to a clear end. The most common paragraph pattern is a

movement from general organizing concept to more specific

development details.



6. Text

Nunan (1993: 7) stated that text is a piece of paragraph consists of

more than one sentence and the sentence combine a meaningful whole.

The notion of text should be meaningful to convey a complete message.

B. Linguistic Units in Indonesian Grammar

1. Frase (Phrase)

Ramlan (1996: 151) stated that phrase (Frase) is a units of

grammatical contains two or more word with acts as a single unit of

meaning. There are some kinds of phrases: Frase Nominal, Frase

Verbal, Frase Bilangan, Frase Keterangan, Frase Depan.

a) Frase Nominal (Noun Phrase)

Frase nominal is a sequence of two nouns represents a new

word in the form of noun.

Example:
1) Ia membeli mobil sedan
2) Gedung sekolah

b) Frase Verbal (Verb Phrase)

Frase verbal is a phrase to clarify the use of verb.

Example:
1) Agus sedang membaca buku.
2) Ia dapat menyanyi lagu mandarin dengan fasih.

c) Frase Bilangan (Numeral Phrase)

Frase bilangan is group of word that uses numeral identity to

clarify the aims of phrase.



Example:
1) Tiga ekor ayam betina
2) Lima botol minyak goreng

d) Frase Keterangan (Adverb Phrase)

Frase Keterangan is a phrase which similar meaning as an

adverb.

Example:
1) Tadi pagi ia menghadiri acara seminar pendidikan
2) Bapak presiden berkunjung ke Solo besok sore

e) Frase Depan (Preposition Phrase)

Frase Depan is beginning with preposition as the marker of the

word.

Example:
1) Pergi ke Jakarta adalah impiannya.
2) Di sebuah rumah kami berlindung dari hujan

2. Kalimat (Sentence)

Kalimat (Sentence) in Moeliono (in Markhamah, 2009: 12 ) is a set

of words expressing complete statement, a question and an order that

appropriate on grammatical order. Markhamah (2009: 50) states that the

classification of sentence can be divided into two ways: by meaning and

by the number of predication.

1. Classification of Sentence by the Meaning

a) Kalimat Berita (Declarative Sentence)

Kalimat Berita (Declarative Sentence) is a set of sentences to

inform something according the fact.



Example:
1) Hari ini aku mendapat berita buruk.
2) Dia membawa kabur bukuku.

b) Kalimat Perintah (Imperative Sentence)

Kalimat Perintah (Imperative Sentence) is a sentence to

expressing an order and needed immediate attention. In written

text, end with exclamation mark (!)

Example:
1) Menyeberanglah dengan hati-hati!
2) Datanglah ke kampus tepat waktu!

c) Kalimat Tanya (Interrogative Sentence)

Kalimat Tanya (Interrogative Sentence) is a sentence for asking

a question and it uses a question mark (?) in written form.

Example:
1) Apakah dia sedang mengadakan penelitian?
2) Bagaimana jikalau kamu tidak lulus ujian skripsi?

d) Kalimat Seru (Exclamatory Sentence)

Kalimat Seru (Exclamatory Sentence) is a sentence to express

feeling amaze for something.

Example:
1) Bukan main cantiknya gadis itu.
2) Alangkah merdunya suara penyanyi itu.

2. Classification of Sentence by the Number of Predication

a) Kalimat Tunggal (Simple Sentence)

Kalimat Tunggal (Simple Sentence) is groups of word order

contain an independent clause.



Example:
1) Orang itu adalah dosen pembimbing skripsi saya.
2) Ayah saya sakit perut.

b) Kalimat Majemuk (Coumpound sentence)

Kalimat Majemuk (Compound sentence) is a sentence that has

two or more full predication in one subject, namely dependent

clause and independent clause.

Example:
1) Dalam peristiwa itu dia tertembak dan dibawa ke rumah sakit.
2) Walaupun tidak mendapat laba mereka harus membayar pajak.

c) Kalimat Majemuk Setara (Complex Sentence)

Kalimat majemuk setara (Complex sentence) is a sentence which

consists of two or more full predication in form of independent

clause and connected with conjunctions. Besides, complex sentence

can be limited by using punctuation of coma.

Example:
1) Ayah memakai baju dan ibu menyiapkan makanan
2) Meskipun telah larut malam ia tetap bekerja demi mencukupi

kebutuhan keluarganya.

d) Kalimat majemuk Bertingkat (Compound-Complex sentence)

Compound-Complex sentence is a sentence that has two or more

independent clause and one or more dependent clause. The

sentence connected by conjunctions.

 Example:
1) Kakaknya yang datang bersama dengan dia, besok tiba di Solo.
2) Pembangunan rumahnya memakan banyak biaya sehingga ia

menjual sawah dan mobilnya.



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHOD

A. Type of Research

The researcher conducts descriptive qualitative research which is used

for seeking, collecting, classifying, analyzing data, and then drawing

conclusion. Few distinctive features of qualitative research are that 1) it

focuses on interactive process or event; 2) authenticity is the key; 3) values are

present and explicit; 4) situationally constrained; and researcher is involved

(Newman, 2000: 16). Descriptive research aims at exploring and clarifying of

some phenomenon or social reality. In addition, Arikunto (1996: 230) stated

that descriptive qualitative research is a type of research which results in the

descriptive data in the form of written or oral form observed object. From

those definitions, this research aims to describing translation analysis of

accurate and inaccurate translation in opinion and cover story column in

TEMPO magazine

B. Object of Research

The object of the research is the translation of Indonesian-English

magazines in opinion and cover story column in TEMPO magazine.

C. Data and Data Source

The data are thirty sentences in Indonesian (source language) and

English (target language) in TEMPO magazine, especially in opinion and



cover story column. The researcher takes  the data from, four editions of

TEMPO magazine in Indonesian and English edition, published date in March

27-2007, February 19-2008, April 8-2008, May 27-2008.

D. Method of Data Collection

Technique of collecting data is documentation. According to Arikunto

(1996: 234), documentation is getting the data from the book, newspaper,

magazine, document, agenda, etc. In this research, the document is taken from

TEMPO magazine in opinion and cover story column. So, the writer takes

some steps as the techniques in collecting the data, as follows:

1. Reading the TEMPO  magazines.

2. Selecting and collecting the sentences, which are appropriate to observe.

3. Analysis the sentences into some groups based on the linguistic forms.

4. Describing the translation method applied in the data.

In addition, the numbering of the data is as follows For example:

001/TSL/TSL/Opi/March/2008 or 002/TSL/TTL/Cov/April/2007

 001/002   : The data number.

TSL  : TEMPO  source language.

Opi  : Opinion column.

TTL  : TEMPO target language.

Cov : Cover story column.

2008  : The published year.

March  : The published month.



E. Technique of Data Analysis

The techniques of data analyzing is comparing between Source language

(SL) and target language (TL). These, will be used by the researcher in

analyzing the data as follows:

1. Describing the form of translation in the “TEMPO  magazine and to

elaborate the translation process.

2. Explaining accurate and inaccurate translation expressed by language

editor in TEMPO  magazine using translation method.



CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION

Based on the data source, the researcher presents analysis all of data

based on the problem statements in chapter I. The data analysis is presented

into one comprehensive part. The researcher finds 30 data. As stated

previously in this research, the purposes of study are classifying linguistic

form of source language (SL), target language (TL) and the accuracy of

opinion and cover story column in TEMPO magazine. This chapter is divided

into two parts. They are research finding consisting of the source language

(SL), target language (TL) and point out the translation using translation

method, and second is discussion of finding.

A. Research Findings

1.  Linguistic Form of SL and TL of Titles in Opinion and Cover Story

Column in  TEMPO Magazine

Based on analyzed data, the researcher finds two linguistics forms,

they are phrases and sentences. The phrases are divided into noun phrase,

verb phrase, and prepositional phrase. The sentences are divided into

declarative sentence, imperative sentence, and interrogative sentence. The

complete data analysis is as follows:



1) Noun Phrase

a) Noun Phrase is Translated into Noun Phrase
DATA 001/TSL/TTL/COV/APR/2007
SL: Kisruh Helikopter Kalla
TL: Business in the Fast Lane

The linguistic form of Kisruh Helikopter Kalla is a noun phrase

marked by headword Kisruh as a noun that is modified by helikopter

Kalla as a noun phrase is marked by headword Helikopter modified by

Kalla. The SL is translated into noun phrase Business in The Fast

Lane marked by headword Business as a noun modified by

prepositional phrase in the fast lane.

DATA 002/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2007
SL: Politik Penggantian Direktur Utama Bulog
TL: The Politics Behind Bulog

Noun phrase Politik Penggantian Direktur Utama Bulog is

marked by headword politik as noun modified by adverb phrase

Penggantian Direktur Utama Bulog pointed by headword

Penggantian adjusted by Direktur Utama Bulog. Noun phrase above is

translated into noun phrase The Politics Behind Bulog, marked by

Politics as the head word, consisting of determiner ‘the’ and noun

‘politics’. It is modified Behind Bulog as the prepositional phrase.

DATA 003/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2007
SL: Gubernur Jakarta untuk Si Kaya
TL: Governorship for the Rich

Gubernur Jakarta untuk si Kaya is a noun phrase, pointed by head

word Gubernur as noun modified by prepositional phrase Jakarta



Untuk Si Kaya is noted by headword Jakarta adjusted by untuk si kaya.

The sentence above is translated into noun phrase Governorship for

the Rich, made by noun Governorship consists of noun ‘governor’ and

affix ‘-ship’ it is  modified by prepositional phrase for the Rich.

DATA 004/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2008
SL: Fitna Dari Belanda
TL: Hell Raising in Holland

Fitna dari Belanda is noun phrase, marked by headword Fitna

modified by prepositional phrase dari Belanda is noted by headword

Belanda adjusted by preposition dari. The data above is transferred into

noun phrase Hell Raising in Holland. Headword Hell Raising is  a

noun phrase, modified by the prepositional phrase in Holland.

DATA 005/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB /2008
SL: Dana Gelap Menuju Terang
TL: No Light at the End of the Tunnel

The linguistic form of SL Dana Gelap Menuju Terang is noun

phrase, marked by noun headword Dana modified  adverb phrase

Gelap Menuju Terang showed by headword gelap diversified by

adverb Menuju Terang.  The SL is translated into No Light at the End

of the Tunnel, the form of data is noun phrase adjusted by a

prepositional phrase. The prepositional phrase at the End of the

Tunnel modified by noun phrase No Light.

DATA 006/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB /2008
SL: Strategi Permak Citra
TL: Image Building Strategy



Noun phrase Strategi Permak Citra is marked by headword

Strategi as noun, the translator modified the sentence by noun phrase

Permak Citra marked by headword Permak modified by Citra. The

sentence is shifted into noun phrase Image Building Strategy marked

by noun phrase Image Building modified by noun Strategy.

DATA 007/TSL/TTL/OPI/June/2008
SL: Ujian Asean di Burma
TL: ASEAN S test on Burma

SL Ujian ASEAN di Burma is noun phrase. The word Ujian is  a

headword modified by prepositional phrase ASEAN di Burma noted by

ASEAN as the headword adjusted by preposition di Burma . ASEAN’s

test on Burma is translated into noun phrase form. The headword

ASEAN’s test is a noun phrase modified by a prepositional phrase on

Burma.

DATA 008/TSL/TTL/OPI /JUN /2008
SL: Korban Zaman Instan
TL: Victims of Instant Stardom

Noun phrase Korban Zaman Instan is marked by headword

Korban as noun modified by noun phrase Zaman Instan marked by

headword Zaman adjusted by Instan. NP above is translated into noun

phrase Victims of Instant Stardom, The head word Victims as a noun,

while the modifier is prepositional phrase of Instant Stardom.

DATA 009/TSL/TTL/ OPI/FEB/2008
SL: Reinado Suara Orang Banyak
TL: The Voice of Majority



Reinado Suara Orang Banyak noted by headword Reinado, is

modified by noun phrase Suara Orang Banyak pointed by headword

Suara modified by Orang Banyak, translated into The Voice of

Majority is noun phrase, marked by the headword Voice is a noun it

consists of determiner ‘the’ and noun ‘voice’ modified by a

prepositional phrase of Majority.

DATA 010/TSL/TTL/OPI/APR/2008
SL: Sosok Ideal Pengganti Boediono
TL: Replacing Boediono

SL Sosok Ideal Pengganti Boediono is a noun phrase. Marked by

headword Sosok as noun, it is modified by adverb phrase Ideal

Pengganti Boediono is marked by headword Sosok adjusted by adverb

Pengganti Boediono. NP above is translated into noun phrase

Replacing Boediono. Marked by the headword Replacing it is a noun

modified by noun Boediono.

b) Noun Phrase is Translated into Verb Phrase
DATA 011/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB/2008
SL: Mereka Yang Disebut BPK
TL: Named by the BPK

Mereka yang Disebut BPK is a noun phrase, marked by noun

Mereka as the headword modified a prepositional phrase Yang Disebut

BPK marked by headword BPK modified by preposition Yang Disebut.

The noun phrase is translated into verb phrase Named by the BPK.

The headword Named is a verb, modified a prepositional phrase by the

BPK.



c) Noun Phrase is Translated into Prepositional Phrase
DATA 012/TSL/TTL/OPI /JUN/2008
SL: Siaga Satu RI-1
TL: On High Alert

Noun phrase Siaga satu RI-1 is noted by the noun Siaga, it is the

headword, modified by noun phrase Satu RI-1 is noted by headword

RI-1 modified by Satu. Noun phrase above is translated into

prepositional phrase On High Alert signed by a preposition On,

modified by noun phrase High Alert.

d) Noun Phrase is Translated into Sentence
DATA 013/TSL/TTL/COV/APR/2007
SL: Segepok Duit Pemadam Asap
TL: How the Funds Were Used

The noun phrase form Segepok Duit Pemadam Asap is signed by

Duit here is a headword adjusted by noun phrase Pemadam Asap is

marked by pemadam modified by Asap. Translated into interrogative

sentence How the Funds Were Used is marked by the subject How the

funds, noun phrase The Funds, and modified verb phrase Were Used

as the predicator

DATA 014/TSL/TTL/COV/APR /2007
SL: Hap Lalu Ditangkap
TL: The Birds Have Been Grounded

The linguistic form of SL Hap Lalu Ditangkap is a noun phrase

marked by the word Hap is the headword that is modified by

prepositional phrase Lalu ditangkap (Hap is abbreviation of

Helicopter). The data above is translated into declarative sentence The



Birds Have Been Grounded marked by subject the bird. It is modified

Have Been Grounded as the predicator.

2) Sentence

a. Imperative Sentence is Translated into Noun Phrase
DATA 015/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2007
SL: Jangan Biarkan Pemeras Berlalu
TL: Blackmail Unchallenged

Jangan Biarkan Pemeras Berlalu
           S                          P
Blackmail Unchallenged

S                P

The sentence above is an imperative sentence, which has adverb

phrase Jangan Biarkan in the beginning. The subject is on the initial

position, the noun phrase pemeras berlalu is a predicator of the subject

jangan biarkan. The imperative sentence is translated into noun phrase

Blackmail unchallenged marked by Blackmail as a noun modified by

Unchallenged as a verb.

DATA 016/TSL/TTL/OPI /JUN /2008
SL: Cabut Subsidi Mobil Pribadi
TL: The Perils of Petrol Price Hikes

Cabut Subsidi Mobil Pribadi
          S                     P
The Perils of Petrol Price Hikes

S                            P

The imperative sentence Cabut Subsidi Mobil Pribadi is  an

imperative sentence, which has noun phrase Cabut Subsidi as the

subject in initial position modified by noun phrase Mobil Pribadi as the

predicator of sentence. The imperative sentence is transferred into noun



phrase The Perils of Petrol Price Hikes. The headwords of the data is

a noun phrase which has a determiner The and a noun Perils. The

following prepositional phrase of Petrol Price Hikes is the modifier.

DATA 017/TSL/TTL/COV/APR/2008
SL: Ditiup Kincir Fitna
TL: Full Tilt on Fitna

Ditiup Kincir Fitna
      S                P
Full Tilt on Fitna
    S P

The Imperative sentence Ditiup Kincir Fitna is  marked  by

prepositional phrase Ditiup Kincir as a subject on the initial position

modified by noun Fitna as the predicator of Ditiup Kincir. The SL is

translated into Noun phrase Full Tilt on Fitna, marked by the

headword Full Tilt as a noun phrase it modified a prepositional phrase

on Fitna.

DATA 018/TSL/TTL/OPI/APR/2008
SL: Menunggu Gunting  Mahkamah Konstitusi
TL: The Constitutional Court s Cuts

Menunggu Gunting  Mahkamah Konstitusi
      S  P O
The Constitutional Court s Cuts

S P

The data Menunggu ‘Gunting’ Mahkamah Konstitusi is  an

imperative sentence. The subject is adverb phrase Menunggu Gunting

in the beginning, modified by Mahkamah Konstitusi as predicator of

the subject. The imperative sentence is translated into is translated into



noun phrase The Constitutional Court’s Cuts marked by headword

The Constitutional Court’s as a noun phrase modified by noun Cuts.

b. Imperative Sentence is Translated into Verb Phrase
DATA 019/TSL/TTL/COV/MAR/2007
SL: Memacu Heli Jerman Terbang
TL: Getting the Birds in the Air

Memacu Heli Jerman Terbang
            S                  P
Getting the Birds in the Air
             S P

The sentence above is imperative sentence Memacu Heli Jerman

Terbang is noted by the subject Memacu Heli Jerman. The verb is

Memacu and Heli Jerman as a noun phrase. The it is modified by

noun phrase Heli Jerman Terbang. The SL is transferred into verb

phrase Getting the Birds in the Air. The headword Getting is  a verb

modified by the Birds noun phrase and in The Air as prepositional

phrase.

DATA 020/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB/2008
SL: Kejeblos dalam Pusaran Suap
TL: Dragged Down by Bribes

Kejeblos dalam Pusaran Suap
S   P

Dragged Down by Bribes
S P

Imperative sentence Kejeblos Dalam Pusaran Suap which has

preposition phrase Kejeblos as the subject of the sentence, modified by

adverb phrase Dalam Pusaran Suap as the predicator of the subject.

The SL is translated into verb phrase Dragged Down by Bribes is



marked by head word Dragged Down as a verb phrase, while the

modifier is a prepositional phrase by Bribes.

c. Declarative Sentence is Translated into Noun Phrase
DATA 021/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB /2008
SL: Setelah Todung Di hukum Mati
TL: Todung s Death Sentence

Setelah Todung Di hukum Mati
           S        P
Todung s Death Sentence
     S                   P

The SL is declarative sentence, noted by adverb phrase Setelah

Todung as the subject of sentence. The preposition phrase Di hukum

‘Mati’ as the predicator of the SL sentence above. The SL above is

translated into noun phrase Todung’s Death Sentence, the following

noun phrase Death Sentence is modified the headword Todung’s.

DATA 022/TSL/TTL/OPI /FEB /2008
SL: Presiden Tak Mampir ke Senayan
TL: Strained Relation

Presiden Tak Mampir ke Senayan
S                 P                 O

Strained Relation
     S           P

The data Presiden Tidak Mampir ke Senayan is declarative

sentence, signed by the subject Presiden, adjusted by predicator

element Tak Mampir ke senayan translated into Strained Relationship

is a noun phrase. It is marked by headword Relation modified by

strained.



d. Interrogative Sentence is Translated into Interrogative Sentence
DATA 023/TSL/TTL/COV/APR /2007
SL:  Siapa Dibalik Heli
TL: Who s Behind the Copters?

Siapa Dibalik Heli
  S    P
Who s Behind the Copters?
          S                P

Siapa Dibalik Heli is an interrogative sentence. The word Siapa as

the subject modified by the predicator as preposition phrase Dibalik

Heli. The sentence above is translated into verb phrase Who’s Behind

the Copters.  The sentence marked by a WH question ‘Who’ and verb

phrase is Behind, modified by noun phrase the Copters.

DATA 024/TSLI/TTLI/COV /FEB /2008
SL: Siapa Setelah Burhanuddin?
TL: Who is next?

Siapa Setelah Burhanuddin?
 S P               O

Who is next?
S       P

Interrogative sentence Siapa Setelah Burhanuddin is noted by the

subject Siapa modified by the predicator Setelah completed by the

object Burhanuddin. The interrogative sentence is transferred into

interrogative sentence Who Is Next. The sentence noted by a WH

question Who as the subject modified the predicator as a verb phrase Is

Next.

e. Declarative Sentence is Translated into Declarative Sentence
DATA 025/TSL/TTL/COV/APR/2007
SL:  Aturan Bisa Dibikin Kemudian
TL: Rules Can Come Later



Aturan Bisa Dibikin Kemudian
    S P
Rules Can Come Later

S    P

The SL sentence above is a declarative sentence marked by the

subject Aturan is noun modified verb phrase Bisa Dibikin Kemudian

as the predicator. The SL is shifted into declarative sentence Rules Can

Come Later. The sentence marked by a noun Rules as subject,

modified is a verb phrase Can Come Later.

DATA 026/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB/2008
SL: Tanggung Jawab Tidak Kolegial
TL:Responsibilty Is Not Collegial

Tanggung Jawab Tidak Kolegial
S                       P

Responsibilty Is Not Collegial
S                      P

Declarative sentence Tanggung Jawab Tidak Kolegial is marked

by the subject Tanggung Jawab as a noun, modified by the predicator

adverb phrase Tidak Kolegial, it is translated into Responsibility is not

collegial is noted by noun Responsibility as the subject, modified by

verb phrase is Not Collegial as the predicator of sentence.

DATA 027/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2008
SL: Satu Kenaikan Tak Cukup
TL: One Increase Will Not Be Enough

Satu Kenaikan Tak Cukup
S                   P

One Increase Will Not Be Enough
                          S                        P



SL Satu Kenaikan Tak Cukup is  a declarative sentence, marked

by the subject Satu Kenaikan is a numeral phrase modified by adverb

phrase Tak Cukup. The sentence above is translated into One Increase

Will Not Be Enough is a declarative sentence. The noun phrase One

Increase as the subject, modified by predicator as a verb phrase Will

Not be Enough.

f. Imperative Sentence is Translated into Imperative Sentence
DATA 028/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB/2008
SL: Urai Benang Kusut Ini
TL: Let Us Seek a Fair Solution

Urai Benang Kusut Ini
S                 P

Let Us Seek a Fair Solution
 S P

The imperative sentence Urai Benang Kusut Ini is marked by

subject Urai adjusted by adverb phrase Benang Kusut Ini as the

predicator. The SL Sentence is translated into Let Us Seek a Fair

Solution. Verb phrase Let Us Seek as the subject of sentence above,

modified by a noun phrase a Fair Solution as the predicator. So, the

form of sentence is imperative sentence.

DATA 029/TSL/TTL/COV/APR/2008
SL: Jangan Gali Arsip Usang
TL: Do not Dig Up Old Files

Jangan Gali Arsip Usang
S                  P

Do not Dig Up Old Files
S               P



Jangan Gali Arsip Usang is an imperative sentence. Showed by

the subject Jangan Gali modified by a noun phrase Arsip Usang as the

predicator. The SL is transferred into imperative sentence Do Not Dig

Up Old Files. The verb phrase Do Not Dig Up as the subject of

sentence modified by the predicator Old Files as a noun phrase.

g. Declarative Sentence is Translated into Imperative Sentence
DATA 030/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2008
SL:  Bawa Penumpang Gelap  ke Mahkamah
TL: Stowaway Articles Must Be Revoked

Bawa Penumpang Gelap  ke Mahkamah
  S P O
Stowaway Articles Must Be Revoked

S                        P

Declarative sentence Bawa Penumpang Gelap Ke Mahkamah

which has  subject Bawa in the beginning. The subject is marked by the

noun phrase Penumpang Gelap as a predicator, completed by

prepositional phrase as the object Ke Mahkamah. The declarative

sentence is translated into imperative sentence Stowaway Articles

Must Be Revoked. Noun phrase Stowaway Articles as the subject of

TL sentence modified by verb phrase Must Be Revoked as the

predicator.



2. Accurate and Inaccurate Translation of Opinion and Cover Story

Column in Tempo Magazine

a. Accurate Translation

1) Noun Phrase

a. Noun Phrase is Translated into Noun Phrase
DATA 006/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB /2008
SL: Strategi Permak Citra
TL: Image Building Strategy

Strategi Permak Citra is translated into Image Building

Strategy, the translator does not change the message of two sentences.

The word in SL Permak is translated into Building. The correct

translation is restyled image strategy. However, this translation

conveys the similar meaning. It can be said that the translation is

accurate.

DATA 007/TSL/TTL/June/2008
SL: Ujian Asean di Burma
TL: ASEAN S test on Burma

Ujian ASEAN di Burma into ASEAN’s Test on Burma, the

translator is not substitute the meaning. The noun phrase is translated

into similar meaning. Therefore, the translated sentence is accurate.

2) Sentence

a. Interrogative Sentence is Translated into Interrogative Sentence
DATA 023/TSL/TTL/COV/APR /2007
SL:  Siapa Dibalik Heli
TL: Who s Behind the Copters?



Siapa Dibalik Heli? Into Who’s Behind the Copters. It  can  be

seen from the TL counterpart which sentence message is no different

from the SL counterpart. So, the translation is accurate.

b. Declarative Sentence is Translated into Declarative Sentence
DATA 025/TSL/TTL/COV/APR/2007
SL:  Aturan Bisa Dibikin Kemudian
TL: Rules Can Come Later

Aturan Bisa Dibikin Kemudian into Rules Can Come Later, the

translation conveys similar information. Therefore, the suitable

translated text is Rules can make later. The translator shifting the word

dibikin into come. From the analysis the data above, the researcher

concludes that the translation is accurate.

DATA 026/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB/2008
SL: Tanggung Jawab Tidak Kolegial
TL:Responsibilty Is Not Collegial

 SL: Tanggung Jawab Tidak Kolegial into TL: Responsibility is

not Collegial, the translator translate into similar explanation. It can be

seen from the data, which are no omitted or added words.  So, the

accuracy of translation is accurate.

DATA 027/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2008
SL: Satu Kenaikan Tak Cukup
TL: One Increase Will Not Be Enough

Satu Kenaikan Tak Cukup into One Increase Will Not be

Enough, it is correct translation. The translator not changes the form of

sentence. It can be seen from explanation above, the translator transfers

into accurate translation.



c. Imperative Sentence is Translated into Imperative Sentence
DATA 029/TSL/TTL/COV/APR/2008
SL: Jangan Gali Arsip Usang
TL: Do not Dig Up Old Files

Jangan Gali Arsip Usang is transferred into Do Not Dig Up Old

Files, the translator tells similar meaning from SL into TL. It can be

said that the accuracy of translation is accurate.

b. Inaccurate Translation

1) Noun Phrase

a. Noun Phrase is Translated into Noun Phrase
DATA 001/TSL/TTL/COV/APR/2007
SL: Kisruh Helikopter Kalla
TL: Business in the Fast Lane

Kisruh Helikopter Kalla is translated into Business in The Fast

Lane. The suitable translation is the problem in Kalla’s copters.

Because the translator extracts the context of the article to be fit to the

head cover. It can be seen from the lost of the word Kalla in SL. In

addition, the translation process is in the form of inaccurate translation.

DATA 002/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2007
SL: Politik Penggantian Direktur Utama Bulog
TL: The Politics Behind Bulog

Politik Penggantian Direktur Utama Bulog in SL is translated

into TL The Politic Behind Bulog, the translator lost the phrase

Penggantian Direktur in SL. The SL should be translated into The

Politics of Bulog Chief Director Replacement. Instead, the TL

becomes The Politics behind Bulog. The translator puts much



emphasize on the content title, both the text content is similar. From the

analysis of data above the researcher concluded that the translation

sentence is inaccurate form.

DATA 003/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2007
SL: Gubernur Jakarta untuk Si Kaya
TL: Governorship for the Rich

Gubernur Jakarta untuk si Kaya transferred into Governorship

for the Rich, the translator seems to ignore the specific topic of the text

is about Jakarta governor election. Instead, the translator prefers a wider

topic which is ‘Governorship’. The SL should be translated into,

Jakarta governor for the rich. Therefore, the word ‘Jakarta  omitted

by the translator. It can be said that the translation is inaccurate.

DATA 004/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2008
SL: Fitna Dari Belanda
TL: Hell Raising in Holland

Fitna dari Belanda is shifted into Hell Raising in Holland, the

translator adds the phrase Hell Raising. The SL should be translated

into Fitna from Holland, but the translator puts creativity to answer the

issue raised. Hell Raising here means to start devastating chaos, while

the SL is very neutral. Therefore, the translator creativity is involved

here. From the analysis of the data above, the translation is inaccurate.



DATA 005/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB /2008
SL: Dana Gelap Menuju Terang
TL: No Light at the End of the Tunnel

Dana Gelap Menuju Terang is transferred into No Light at the

End of the Tunnel. The translator transferred the whole phrase. The SL

should be translated into Dark Fund into the Bright. However, this

does not convey the article of SL. By comparing the data above, the

translation is inaccurate process.

DATA 008/TSL/TTL/OPI /JUN /2008
SL: Korban Zaman Instan
TL: Victims of Instant Stardom

Korban Zaman Instan is changed into Victims of Instant

Stardom, the translator shift the word ‘Zaman’ into Stardom. The word

conveys different literal meaning. The SL should be translated into

“victims of instant period”. The translator focuses on the content of the

article, which is about “instant way to be a famous”. By analyzing the

data, the translation is incorrect.

DATA 009/TSL/TTL/ OPI/FEB/2008
SL: Reinado Suara Orang Banyak
TL: The Voice of Majority

Reinado Suara Orang Banyak is translated into The Voice of

Majority, the translator omits the subject Reinado. Here, the translator

focuses on a wider topic. The SL should be translated into ‘Reinado is

the voice of Majority. Instead, the focus word Reinado is omitted.

Therefore, the translator wants to convey the content of the article is



more wider. According the explanation above the researcher concluded

that the translation is inaccurate form

DATA 010/TSL/TTL/OPI/APR/2008
SL: Sosok Ideal Pengganti Boediono
TL: Replacing Boediono

Sosok Ideal Pnegganti Boediono is transferred into Replacing

Boediono, the translator omits the phrase Sosok Ideal ‘ideal figure’.

Instead, the translator only writes a noun phrase Replacing Boediono .

The SL should be translated into The Ideal Figure to Replace

Boediono. It can be concluded that the form of translation is inaccurate.

b. Noun Phrase is Translated into Verb Phrase
DATA 011/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB/2008
SL: Mereka Yang Disebut BPK
TL: Named by the BPK

Mereka yang Disebut BPK is shifted into Named by the BPK, the

translator omits the word Mereka ‘they’. The SL focusing of the whole

sentences of the person they, while the TL focuses on the action

‘naming’. Therefore, the suitable translation is “they named by BPK”.

Thus, the translation between SL and TL is inaccurate form.

c. Noun Phrase is Translated into Prepositional Phrase
DATA 012/TSL/TTL/OPI /JUN/2008
SL: Siaga Satu RI-1
TL: On High Alert

Siaga satu RI-1 is translated into On High Alert, the translator

composing different phrase. The SL should be translated into High

Alert for RI-1 but the TL phrase has omitted RI-1. The translator



focuses on wider topic in TL, while the focus of SL is specific.

According to the data analysis above the translation is inaccurate.

d. Noun Phrase is Translated into Sentence
DATA 013/TSL/TTL/COV/APR/2007
SL: Segepok Duit Pemadam Asap
TL: How the Funds Were Used

Segepok Duit Pemadam Asap is shifted into How the Funds

Were Used, the translator replaces the whole phrase. The SL should be

translated into A Lot of Money of Smoke Extinguisher. However, the

TL phrase is different from the SL phrase. The focus of both SL and TL

phrases is different. The SL phrase focuses on the ‘Duit  ‘money’,

while the TL focuses on the ‘action’. The inaccurate translation is used

the translator to convey the message clearly.

DATA 014/TSL/TTL/COV/APR /2007
SL: Hap Lalu Ditangkap
TL: The Birds Have Been Grounded

Hap Lalu Ditangkap is translated into The Birds Have Been

Grounded, the translator change the whole sentence. The SL should be

translated into the copters arrest, but the TL sentence does not

correspond it. The translator focuses on the content of the article. The

creativity of the translator is involved here, makes the translation

becomes inaccurate translation.



2) Sentence

a. Imperative Sentence is Translated into Noun Phrase
DATA 015/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2007
SL: Jangan Biarkan Pemeras Berlalu
TL: Blackmail Unchallenged

Jangan biarkan Pemeras Berlalu is transferred into Blackmail

Unchallenged, the SL sentence should be translated into don’t let the

fraud passed by’, but the translator translated it into a different

context. Therefore, the translator apply Blackmail Unchallenged to fit

the content of the article content. It can be said that the sentence is

inaccurate translation.

DATA 016/TSL/TTL/OPI /JUN /2008
SL: Cabut Subsidi Mobil Pribadi
TL: The Perils of Petrol Price Hikes

Cabut Subsidi Mobil Pribadi is shifted into The Perils of Petrol

Price Hikes, the translator replaced the complete phrase. The SL should

be translated into Abolish the Private Car Subsidiary; but it does not

occur that way. The translator focuses on content which is Petrol

Prices Hikes. Therefore, the translator emphasizes on a general topic,

while the SL focuses on specific topic, which is Subsidi Mobil Pribadi.

Therefore, the translation here is inaccurate, affected by translator’s

creativity.

DATA 017/TSL/TTL/COV/APR/2008
SL: Ditiup Kincir Fitna
TL: Full Tilt on Fitna



 Ditiup Kincir Fitna is translated into Full Tilt on Fitna. The SL

should be translated into Blown by Fitna Windmill. However, the

translator uses the phrase Full Tilt which means a highly dangerous

condition. However, the sentence conveys the wider meaning and

makes the sentence to be inaccurate translation.

DATA 018/TSL/TTL/OPI/APR/2008
SL: Menunggu Gunting  Mahkamah Konstitusi
TL: The Constitutional Court s Cuts

Menunggu ‘Gunting’ Mahkamah Konstitusi is changed into

The Constitutional Court’s Cuts, the translator replaces the word

Menunggu ‘waiting’. The SL might be translated into Waiting

‘Scissors’ of Constitutional Court. However, the translator informs

different content to make the sentence more attractive. Here, the

accuracy of translation is inaccurate.

b. Imperative Sentence is Translated into Verb Phrase
DATA 019/TSL/TTL/COV/MAR/2007
SL: Memacu Heli Jerman Terbang
TL: Getting the Birds in the Air

Imperative sentence Memacu Heli Jerman Terbang is shifted

into Getting the Birds in the Air, the translator retells the message

with similar phrase. The translator shifts the word “heli with “the

bird , terbang with in the air and omitted the word “Jerman”.

The translation text might be “Getting German copters fly”. From the

analyses the data above, the researcher concludes that the translation is

inaccurate.



DATA 020/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB/2008
SL: Kejeblos dalam Pusaran Suap
TL: Dragged Down by Bribes

 Imperative sentence Kejeblos Dalam Pusaran Suap is transferred

into TL Dragged Down by Bribes, the translator deletes the word

Pusaran ‘whirl’. Therefore, the correct translation is “Dragged down by

bribes whirl”. In addition, inaccurate translation occurs in this sentence.

c. Declarative Sentence is Translated into Noun Phrase
DATA 021/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB /2008
SL: Setelah Todung Di hukum Mati
TL: Todung s Death Sentence

Setelah Todung Dihukum Mati is translated into Todung’s

Death Sentence, the translator replaces the word Setelah ‘after’. The

SL should be translated into After Todung’s Sentenced to Death.

Here, the focus is the action in the TL, the focus is the ‘death sentence’

not the ‘action’. Therefore, the translators use their own ideas to convey

the message to be inaccurate translation.

DATA 022/TSL/TTL/OPI /FEB /2008
SL: Presiden Tak Mampir ke Senayan
TL: Strained Relation

Declarative sentence Presiden Tidak Mampir ke Senayan is

transferred into Strained Relationship. The SL should be translated

into The President did not Come Over to Senayan, instead it is only a

simple phrase Strained Relationship. Here, the translator modified the

content of the sentence, for wider topic. It can be said that the sentence

is inaccurate translation.



d. Interrogative Sentence is Translated into Interrogative Sentence
DATA 024/TSLI/TTLI/COV /FEB /2008
SL: Siapa Setelah Burhanuddin?
TL: Who is next?

 Interrogative sentence Siapa Setelah Burhanuddin is shifted into

Who Is Next, the translator omits the word Burhanuddin in TL

counterpart. However, the correct translation is “Who is next

Burhanuddin” but the message conveys similar meaning, which is the

‘person’.  From the analysis of the data above, the researcher concludes

that the translation is inaccurate form.

e. Imperative Sentence is Translated into Imperative Sentence
DATA 028/TSL/TTL/COV/FEB/2008
SL: Urai Benang Kusut Ini
TL: Let Us Seek a Fair Solution

Imperative sentence Urai Benang Kusut Ini is changed into Let

Us Seek a Fair Solution, the translator replaced whole sentence into

different kind translated sentence. The SL might be translated into

Entangle this Entangled Ropes, but the TL counterpart is quite

different. In addition, the accuracy of translation is inaccurate form.

f. Declarative Sentence is Translated into Imperative Sentence
DATA 030/TSL/TTL/OPI /APR /2008
SL:  Bawa Penumpang Gelap  ke Mahkamah
TL: Stowaway Articles Must Be Revoked

Bawa Penumpang Gelap Ke Mahkamah is translated into

Stowaway Articles Must Be Revoked, the translator transferred

sentence into different TL counterpart. The whole sentence is changed.

However, the message conveyed focuses on the content of the article in



TL sentence.  Therefore, the translated text might be Stowaway articles

to the constitutional courts. It can be said that the sentence is

inaccurate translation.

B. Discussion

Translation is an action to transfer messages of source language (SL)

into target language (TL). By contrast, translation involves at least two

languages: source and target language. The involvement of two languages is

the underlying reason is also called a bilingual communication (Bell, 1991:

19). Basically, translation is characterized by the interaction of three

communication partners between source language (SL) author, the translator

and the target language (TL) reader. As a result, the end of translation product

might be slightly different from the original one, in terms of language style

and content, in order to meet the demands of the target readers.

In this discussion, the researcher presents the data finding in form of

phrases, sentences, and the accuracy of translation. The phrases are divided

into noun phrase, verb phrase, and prepositional phrase. The sentences are

divided into declarative sentence, imperative sentence, and interrogative

sentence. The accuracy divided into accurate and inaccurate translation.

Based on the analysis above, it can be inferred that there are 30 data

finding divided into noun phrase 16 data (54%), verb phrase 3 data (10%)

prepositional phrase 1 data (3%) and sentences 10 data (34%). In data analysis



the researcher findings accuracy of translation: accurate 7 data (23%) and

inaccurate 23 data (77%).

In translating the phrase or sentence, the translators of TEMPO

magazine commonly replaces the sentence in source language (SL) into phrase

in target language (TL). In order to see translation process clearly, the

translator usually applies the SL-TL translation in shifting of focus (action-

person), and topic (general-specific).



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

From the chapter of data analysis, the researcher finds several

conclusions. These results are taken from the discussion section in the

previous chapter. The results are as follows:

1. Most of the data are in the form of Noun Phrase 16 (54%), Verb Phrase 3

(10%), Sentences 10 (34%), and Prepositional Phrase 1 (3%). In

translating the phrase or sentence, the translator of TEMPO Magazine

commonly change the sentence in SL into phrase in TL.

2. In order to see the translation clearly, the translator usually applies the SL-

TL translation method in shifting of focus (action-person), and topic

(general-specific). The accuracy of translated text in Opinion and Cover

Story Column of TEMPO magazine are accurate and inaccurate

translation. In this thirty data analyzed, the researcher finds 7 data (23%)

in the form of accurate translation and 23 data (77%) is inaccurate

translation.

B. Suggestion

However, this research does not become the complete and

comprehensive, but it can give a basic for other researchers to do the similar

research. The researcher is aware of the lack number of data or the

incomprehensive underlying theories. These aspects are very important for



this research to achieve the best result. Therefore, the researcher wishes the

next similar research could be more complete than this. Furthermore, the

researcher wants to recommend several points as follows:

1. For the students, the researcher hopes that this research could give a basis

for the student proposal for their research.

2. For the English lecturers, the researcher wishes that they could assist

comprehensively students who conduct such research.

3. For other researchers, the researcher wishes that they could make this

research as their referent for a further research.

As the final remark, the researcher wants to say gratitude for every

individual who have helped this research to its completion. The researcher

wishes that this research could give them a broad over view about translation

analysis on Indonesian-English magazine.
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